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Versace’s Renaissance__________
It’s been a momentous few months at Versace. Michael Kors 
finalized his purchase of the iconic Italian brand in January 
2019, thereby charting a new course for the company that 
had been controlled by Donatella Versace since her brother 
Gianni’s murder in 1997. As she looked to the future, and 
on what would have been Gianni’s 72nd birthday, Donatella 
unveiled an over-the-top pre-fall 2019 collection inspired 
by her brother’s landmark spring 1994 runway show, 
featuring massive golden prints (including Medusa, crowns 
and flowers) plus zebra and other animal prints. A tribute 
collection that’s now part of Aïshti’s offerings.
Available at Aïshti Downtown and at Aïshti by the Sea

Picturing Shanghai_____
The Asia Pacific region’s premier photographic event returns 
for its sixth edition this September. Combining new approaches 
to photography and modern masterpieces with exhibitions, 
commissions and a new award celebrating emerging 
photographic talent, Photofairs Shanghai highlights works by 
the likes of Marina Abramović, Adrian Sauer, Idris Khan, Yang 
Fudong, Vivian Maier and Robert Mapplethorpe, among many 
more. A dazzling event in China’s most dynamic city.
September 20-22, photofairs.org

Precious Heirlooms_____
Lebanese jeweler Nada G has launched a new limited-
edition collection of eight unique jewelry designs, with 
only 50 pieces available of each design. Named Heritage 
& Heirlooms, the new range is inspired by nostalgia 
and includes 18-karat gold bracelets set with diamonds 
and precious stones. “My inspiration for this limited 
collection is drawn from the pieces I saw being passed 
on from my mother to my sister and from mothers of 
my close family members to their daughters,” says brand 
founder and creative director Nada Ghazal. “I think it’s 
a beautiful tradition, and the pieces spread happiness 
and joy, strengthen social ties and preserve this beautiful 
heritage of ours with a genuine unique gift that has both 
financial and sentimental values.”
Available at the Nada G flagship boutique in D Beirut and 
at ABC Ashrafieh, ABC Dbayeh and ABC Verdun, nadag.com
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